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Application Solution for paints, coatings and detergents
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Overview

Hamilton’s patented Total Aspiration and Dispense Monitoring (TADM) provides the capability to measure and quantify fluid 
properties not possible on competitor platforms.

CO-RE needle, radius = rc

Application
Determining surfactant 
critical micelle concentration

By varying the air flow, ν, other parameters such as diffusion coefficient and adsorption 
coefficient of surfactants can be calculated.
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Where

ß = Surface excess [C]

σ = ST pure solvent

C = [C] surfactant

KA = Adsorption coefficient

KD = Diffusion coefficient

T = Absolute temperature

R = Ideal gas constant

σD = σeq +

σD = σ0 - 2RTC .
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Equilibrium surface 
tension, σeq, estimation
As  ν → 0, σD → σeq 
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Dynamic surface tension, σD, 
calculated at Pmax for given tsa
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*Figures adapted from: http://www.kruss.de
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Utilizing Hamilton® TADM technology for 
measurement of dynamic surface tension via 
bubble pressure method.
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